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·!: Mother Chariges Father Stole Their on and DA Won 't Help Return Him·
whole ordeal that began on April
21 is she received a poster from
the National Center For Missing
and
Exp loited
Children
describing Christopher Gray, Jr
as "Endangered Missing."
Wilson called Black Voice
News to investigate her situation.
Deputy District Attorney for the
Child Abduction Unit. John
Waterson said he is in
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Deborah Wilson is mad at the
father of her son for taking him,
and sadden by the lack o f
support she has received from
' ,ttie San Bern a rdino D istrict
A ttorn ey'·s o ffice. The only
bright spot she has had in this

elephonic" contact with the
ther Christopher D. Gray, Sr.
d doesn't feel the child is in
nger. He has taken Gray's
ord that the judge in the
aring held last week gave him
niporary c us tod y until the
ugust 21 co urt date . He is
aiting
Judge
Roberta
cPeters' orders to back up his
aim. Waterson is one of about

40 specialist in the child
abduction field in the state.
"Wilson is like any mother
whose child has been abducted
by the father, she simply wants
her child back and she wants him
back NOW!" he said.
The incident started on April
21 when Wilson allowed Gray to
keep Christopher, Jr. He didn' t
return him as he nonnally would.

She has not seen him or talked to
him since. Wilson said. when she
went to get him his whereabouts
were unknown. His sister who
lives in the same complex at first
tried to help her and they both
watched from her apartment to
see if and wheri he returned. She
made an abduction report with
Continued on Page A-2
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Witnesses Report C P Initiated Latest Burks Case
Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

By Cheryl Brown

Robert Burks, the embattled
Californi a Highway Patrolman,

was recently back in court to deny
the charges that he was having an
affair while on duty with a White
woman , which was reported
January 17, 1996.
Burks a nd the woman de ny

barges that would turn an
· nnocent friendship into a sordid
affair.
Burks says the charges were in
etaliation to his discrimination
barges against the department

and says the whole thing came
a bout at a party at Sargeant
George Dzida house where these
officers met and probably let ~cir
drinking get out of hand.
The plan to get B urks
0
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Photos by Cheryl Brown
(Top l•r): Riverside Mayor Ron Loveridge with Mayor Kabuye; Mayor Kabuye
met with Gloria Beckwith, Mary Ann Bush, Norm Martin, Mildred Thomas, Or.
Harkeerat Dhillon and Rose Oliver; Mayor Kabuye was welcomed to the city
by Councilman Ameal Moore; Attorney Hermina Dowe greeted Mayor
Kabuye; the South African Sister Cities officers met Mayor Kabuye Norm
Martin, Co-Chair, Cheryl Brown, Vice Chair, Dr. Kea, Co-Chair; Mayor Kabuye
met Riverside Sister Cities representatives as they received a special award
for their outstanding lifeguard program with their Sister City In Ensenada.
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By Cheryl Brown
No longer will residents who
met Mayor Step he n Kabuy e
E-M;11I to : black voi ce @eee org

think of Idi Amin when they
hear the city of E n tebbe i n
Uganda. His worldwind visit to
the Inland Empire was received
in such a positive manner that
lead some people to say a Sister
B LA C K
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City with Entebbe sounds like a
good idea.
ecent ly wh e n firs t lady
lllJl)' Clinton visited Africa it
;,.s his city shV£rived in first.
'Ente bbe
has 'the
only
international airport in Ugantla.
As the head of the c ity he
j o ined the first lady of his
country Mrs. Museveni met her
as she arrived.
Entebbe is the former capital
city but because of it's location
surrounded on three sides by
water, it became too small to
gro w. T he new cap i t al is
Kam p ola. However many
governmen t b uil di ngs s till
remain in Entebbe.
Kabuye was at a meeting of
African countries when a Sister
City representative addressed
the group. He wanted to know
more about the program located
in Alexandria, Virginia and was
invited to attend the conference
that was rece ntly held in San
Diego. While here he became
aware o f other U. S . cities
looking
for
twinning
opportu nit ies but had he ard
about Riverside before leaving
Uganda.
With this in mind, he asked to
speak with representatives who
would he lp hi m meet the
people.
On the th ird nig ht o f the
conference, the Rive rs ide
Internation al
Re l at io ns
Committee showed out in mass
to welcome him. "The warmth
and love they showed made me
kno w th is w ould be a g ood
match for Entebbe," he said.
"Our government has reduced
trade barriers and made it easier
for foreign business interests to
come in. We have no taxes ,
they can take as much money as
they make out of the country.
We just tell them they must use
our labor, and contract with our
busi nesses, " he said . T he
country is politically stable after
many years of Idi Amin, and it
has enough food to feed all of
Africa, according to him.
One of the important visits he
went on was with N orcal, San
Bernardino County's contractor
for waste hand ling. Kabuye

N E W S 25 t h

explained his country has a
mounting
problem with
disposal of waste and he wants
to see how we handle it. At the
San Timeteo landfill, he saw
modern techniques of trash
burial and of how and what is
rec ycled.
He wants to
implement more recycling in
Entebbe.
Entebee is located on Lake
Victoria the second largest lake
in the world on a peninsula .
The population is between
55 ,000 and 60,000 peopl e.
Historically it was under British
rule and the official language o
the country is English . In
recent months and years the
government
has
began
privatizing all businesses. The
tourism board is out of the hotel
business. The country' s cash
ctops are: coffee; cotton; and
tobacco. They grow a varied
array of vegetables and the y
have many cow and goat farms .
Much has been exported by the
farmers. The fish industry from
Lake Victoria is also very big.
Kabuye invites any o ne
wanting to invest or vacation to
come to Uganda. ·
While visiting the Inland
Empire to introduce his city to
our area in hopes that he would
possibly have a Sister City to
share cul tu re, economic and
other exchanges, he m et with
Mayor of Riverside, Ron
Loveridge who presented him
with a gift from the city.
Kabuye visited the Unive rsity
of California Riverside to view
the ir agriculture department.
He toured Riverside Kaiser and
Parkview Hospitals, he :visited
Loma Linda's Drayson Center
and the Black Business Expo at
the annual Camp Meeting. He
was hosted by the Rive rside
International Committee and
the m e mbership was bus y
taking him on tours. He was
hosted by H&H Industries who
have
hoste d
U g anda n
dignitaries in the past. He took
a tour of the Mission Inn, city
museum and the Citrus Project.
Mayor Kabuye stayed in the
\
home of Hardy and Cheryl
Brown and in San Bernardino,
he was hosted for lunch before
he toured the Norcal facility.
He was additionally hosted by
Doug Pa yne, of the C ounty
E c onomic
D e ve lopment
Departme nt at the w eekly
downtown Kiwa ni s Club
meeting whe re he me t the
speaker of the day Supervisor
Jerry Eaves. Before leaving the
a r ea , he had a meeting with
Rialto Mayor John L ongville
a nd City Counc ilman Joe
Sampson. Kabuye loves the
Inland E mpire citie s a nd .the
p e ople who so w armly
welcomed him. He still wants
to twin with one of our cities.

AN NI VE A S ARY

hatched. According to official
documents Dzida, who works out
of the Riverside, Inland Division
office, was talking to fellow
officer Wade Cochran of the San
Bernardino office at the party and
pas sed on some gossip that
Charles O'Neal, the owner of the
Chevron Station and a friend of
15 years, observed Officer.Burks
meeting with the woman and he
and 2 of his employers saw them
hugging and kissing passionately.
In a phone conversation with
Black Voice News, O'Neal denied
e ver having a converation with
anyone about the incident. But
Dzida, reportedly told acting Lt.
Allen Smith and the following
d ay Captain Sandra Redding
as signed Sergeant Malcolm
S weeden to investigate the
allegations.
For a couple of months they
i nves tigated before informing
Burks, but finally in an effort to find out who the woman was, he
was called in and informed. He
explained Mrs. Carpenter was a
longtime friend and when they
gave him the charge he scoffed at
it because of that relationship.
Mrs. Surks also knew he helped the woman with infonnation from
time to time. Carpenter refused to
cooperate unless Burks was
present and Redding. wrote in the
official report, that she was his
friend and Burks influenced her
into no t cooperating.
She ·
(Carpenter) hired an attorney who
said the CHP tried to destroy her.
Burks insisted the meeting was
innocent, they hugged and pecked
on the cheek as he and his family
always greet friends.
Over one year later, the
incident that resulted in a I 0-day
suspension without pay was heard
by a hearing officer as Burks
appealed the action.
Under oath, the witnesses
changed their testimony.
Stacy Hu ghlett recalls they
hugged for just a few seconds.
Kurtis Sholotterbeck said under
oath he saw them hugging and
kissing and even took a photo that
didn't come out. Hughlett was
visiting his friend, Patrick Milroy,
who was employed at the station.
Mi lroy said under oath he
believed they were hugging but
wasn 't sure because he didn't
want to stare.
Also under oath O'Neal said
the highway patrol Sgt. Sweeden
came to him and asked him about
the incident. When he asked how
he remembered the dates, he said
he didn't, the CHP provided the
dates. He didn't go to anybody in
the CHP to report it. "It wasn't a
big deal, I never reported it to
CHP or to Cochran," he said. The
CHP came to him.
O'Neal said in the Black Voice
interview, the first he heard after
the meetings was when a Sargeant
(Sweeden) came in and wanted to
speak to him in private. "I was
surprised when he came in. I saw
him (Burks) meeting a couple of
ti mes du ring a p eriod of two
weeks but it didn't bother me or I
would have called the CHP."
O'Neal's testimony fuels the
speculation that someone is out to
get Burks.
http //www.ccP.org/lJuslb v n
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Stop the Violence Crusade

• Issues & Opinions
• International
• National

The Rainbow Community Praise Center of
Seventh-day Adventists will hold a benefit
concert August 9, 1997 at 5:00 p.m. at the (New
Life Community Facility), 8768 Helms Avenue,
Suite 8., Ontario, CA 91729. For more
information, contact (909) 481-6631

Thursday, August 7, 199~ .
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Black Am rica Returns to Africa for Summit

Continued from Front Page

the DA who determined from her
response to his questions that the
child was in no immediate danger. "She left the child with the
father and he kept him. At that
time there was no Court Order. It
wasn't until after he took the
child that she got custody. When
she got the Court Order, the
Order to Recover the child was
left out of the Order and there
was no order to do anything,"
said Waterson. Wilson disagrees,
she said the order read he
(Christopher, Sr.) must return the
child "forthwith."
After the poster came out on
_ July 19: Wilson took one to
Carolyn Daniels, Gray's mother.
According to Wilson, by July 23,
1997, Gray called the DA, and
told him he didn't want him to
issue a warrant for his arrest.

"Based on his word the DA did
not require him to return the
child nor did he produce the document," said Wilson. Waterson
said he sent someone to retrieve
the Court Order giving him temporary custody and setting a
court date to hear the case. "But
that it takes a while for the Order
to go through the system," said
Waterson.
The court date is set For
Modification of Child Custody
and Visitation on August 21 at
8:30 am. "I just don't want to
cause him to run. The law says
the parents of a child have equal
custody, and he or she can have
physical custody when the custody has not been established by
the court. If the parents are not
married, it is best to establish
custody when the child is born,"
he said.
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HARARE, Zimbabwe--The
human, technological and
financial resources of the
descendants of the millions of
slaves in America, who were
plucked from Africa's shores four
centuries ago, returned to the
continent in the largest back-toAfrica pilgrimage ever as the
Fourth African-African American
Summit (AAAS) convened here
July 22-25.
Dozens of Heads of State-including host President Robert
Mugabe; President Abdou Diouf
of Senegal; Sir Quett K.J. Masire,
president of Botswana; President
Yoweri Museveni of Uganda; and
King Mswati III of Swaziland
picked up where President
Nelson Mandela left off earlier in
the week in Johannesburg--at
"the great camp meeting in the
promised land," with nearly
2,000 sons and daughters of
Africa now living in the United
States, the Caribbean and in
Europe, including educators,
professionals in a wide variety of
fields, and dozens of top
corporate executives.
"We are here and we will never
be separated again," the Rev.
Leon Sullivan, convener of the
Summit thundered at the official
opening chaired by Presidents
Diouf and Mugabe, July 23. "We
have returned with something to
give .back to Africa."
"What Malaysia, Singapore,
and Indonesia have done, Africa
can do too. In the next decades
we can compete with any
developing country in the world,
but only if we unite," he said .
Much of the emphasis by
speakers and experts throughout
the Summit was on finance ,
economic cooperation and
development.
Civil rights veteran and retired
pas.tor of Philadelphia's Zion
Baptist Church, and author of the
widely respected "Sullivan
Principles"
of
corporate
responsibility in the 1980s, which
helped break down South African
apartheid, the Rev. Sullivan
promised that with cooperation

among African nations and
Blacks from America, a new
African economic "lion" would
soon enter and compete
aggressively in the global
marketplace just as Asian "tigers"
have done during the last 20
years.
"We don't want America to see
Africa as a backward continent
with monkeys and Tarzans, but as
the last frontier for investment.
Investing in Africa creates jobs
back in America," the Rev.
Sullivan insisted in one his many
emotional addresses to the
conference.
"The new struggie in Africa
now is for the achievement of
rapid economic growth,"
President Mugabe told the
opening Presidential Summit
meeting, at which he received the
conference Chairmanship from
President Diouf, host of the 19-95
Summit in Dakar, Senegal.
"The U.S. perhaps for too long
has tended to regard Africa as a
marginal part of the world, which
'belonged' to Europe," President
Mugabe said. "Ours has been a
continent in which the U.S .
became interested only as a stage
for the Cold War. We are
confident that image of the
continent is behind us all.
"This old negative image of
Africa will only be fully erased if
we continue to see many
l\mericans coming to seek
pportunities in Africa to engage
fully in the many business
ventures that are on offer. It is our
fervent hope that our American
brothers and sisters will take that
message back to America."
Currently, the U.S. buys about
18 percent of Africa's total
exports, mostly in the form of
raw materials. Trade with Africa
is rapidly expanding, however,
say experts, although the U.S.
enjoys a substantial trade surplus,
selling
higher
priced
manufactured goods back to the
continent.
While Black-owned businesses
are still under-represented in the
trade picture, their interest in

investment and trade with the
continent has been increasing
since the first AAAS, held in
1991 in Abidjan, Cote d'Ivoire.
The North Ameriaan presence
in Africa--spearheaded by Blacks
from this country--is led by
conglomerates such as General
Motors, Coca Cola, and
technology giant IBM. The
growing American influence on
the continent resulted in an
announcement in Paris during the
week of the Summit, that France
will cut its troops in Africa
almost in half. "The key to
French military. strategy in Africa
is that it sees its influence being
eroded in favor of the United
States," one European expert on
Africa said in a published report.
The message of democracy and
economic liberaliziation was
echoed again and again at the
Summit by leaders from both
sides of the Atlantic Ocean. "The
time has ended for African
Governments to be led by soldier
come, soldier go," President
Mugabe told the delegates, for
example.
Uganda's President Museveni,
in one of the most widely
acclaimed addresses to the
, summit warned African states
'against interfering with business,
and in favor of market economy.
"Economic liberalization is the
only way through which Africa
can attract investment," he said.
And while many delegates
agreed with Phoenix cardiac
surgeon Dr. Albert Olivier, that
the "spirit of the Summit has
been achieved, now we must
work on the substance, the day to
day details ," others felt that
grassroots relations were
established at this conference
more than at any prev ious
meeting.
"The highlight of my stay here
was when I went to a rural
district in Zimbabwe with one of
the members of Parliament," Lois
DeBerry, president of the
National Caucus of Black
Locally Elected Officials told
NNPA. "I consider this to be the

real Africa.
"The only disappointment that
I have is that the whole truth has
not been told," the state
representative from Memphis,
TN attending her third AAAS
continued.
"In order for us to go back to
the states to educate our people,
we've got to know truth no matter
how bad it hurts." That "truth'. ' ··
she said is beyond the reports of
progress of some individuals, to
the reality of poverty on the
continent which still finds most
people "drinking water from a
river, trying to survive."
"This summit is very important
for my people, for my country,"
Celeo Alvarez Casildo, president
of the Central American Black
Organization (CABO) in La .
Ceiba, Honduras told NNPA. "It's
a great opportunity for
communication with Black
people in the world. We need
more organization , more
communication,
for
development," he said, especially
because the problems of Blacks
in Latin America are easily
overlooked.
. For his part, the Rev. Sullivan
promised (God willing) that he
would go back to the U.S. and ,
increase the organizing effort for
the 1999 Summit, by organizing
local committees in 100 cities,
including 80 cities where his
Opportunities Industrialization
Centers (OIC) already operate.
Other VIPs who participated
included : President Menes
Zenawi, of Et hiopia; Salim
Ahmed Salim, Secretary General
of the Organization of African
Unity (OAU); former Zambian
President Kenneth Kaunda; and
the American delegation led by
Rodney Slater, secretary of
Transportation; the Rev. Jesse
Jackson; Mrs. Coretta Scott King;
Repub lican Vice Presidential
candidate
Jack
Kemp,
representing P resident Bill
Clinton; Washington, D.C.
Mayor Marion Barry, and former
New Yo rk City Mayor David
Dinkins.
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WASHINGTON

The mysterious little 12going-on- 13-year-old African
American girl who two years
' ago won a world wide essay
contest naming t he historic
Pathfinder Rover after the 19th.

Century ex-slave suffragette
abolitionist and fighter for
women's right to vote,
Sojourner Truth, suddenly
turned up last week.
She is Valerie Maria
Ambroise, now 15 years old,

sprouting into a 5' 8" an d
growing, budding brown beauty
who reads mystery stories and is
interested in becomin g a
forensic scientist.
The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA)

Parents May Be Unaware Children are
Suffering from Chronic Diarrhea
Black Voice News

HOUSTON

Many parents may n ot
realize their children are
sufferin~ from chronic "nonspecific" diarrhea.
"A child suffering from
this _type of diarrhea will
have loose stools for a long
period of time, but otherwise
is perfectly healthy," said Dr.
Carlos Lifschitz at the
USDA/ARs
chi l dren's
Nutrition Research Center at
Baylor College of Medicine
in Houston . "It usually
strikes children at age 1 year
and can sometimes last until
age 3."
Chronic "non-specific"
diarrhea is defined as any
increase in the number of
bowel movements pef day
and increase in the water

content of the stool lasting
more than 15 days. It's "nonspecific" hecause it has no
particular cause.
Children need plenty to
drink during these hot,
summer
months,
but
excessive amounts of water
or fruit juice can contribute
to chronic "non-specific"
diarrhea.
"Many times parents will
give more liquids to a child
suffering with this type of
d iarrhea
to
prevent
dehydration," said Lifschitz,
an associate professor of
pediatrics at Baylor College
of Medicine. "More fluids
e q ual s more liquid stools,
and you create a vicious
cycle."
H o wever, parasites can .
also cause diarrhea and

children may need to b e
tested. T he best w ay to stop
chronic
"non-spe c ifi c "
diarrhea is to d ecrease the
amount of fluids.
"It usually takes tw o or
three days to determine if the
fluids are contributing to Jhe
diarrhea," Lifsc h itz said.
"Some popular frui t juices
contain combinat io n s o f
sugars which make them less
absorbable.
T he less
absorbable a s u gar i s t h e
more water will be attracted
to the · gut, lead ing t o
diarrhea."
Lifschitz says parents may
have to deal with c ranky
children when they take away
their favorite drinks, but it
will be worth it in the long

run.

Messages With Blindness

"The Si_x Blind Men and the
Elephant" is my favorite Hindu
fable. These blind men were
presented with an elephant and
asked to describe their impression of the elephant. The first
· blind man fell _against the ele' phant and thought the elephant
was a wall. The second, feeling
at the tusk, thought the elephant
was a spear. The third, holding
the squirming trunk, considered
the elephant to be a snake.
Reaching out and feeling the
knee, the fourth thought the elephant was a tree. Examining
the large ear, the fifth described
the elephant as a fan. Finally,
the six th, seizing onto the
swinging tail, called the elephant a rope. Each of these
men disputed loud and long,

each in his own op1mon,
exceedingly stiff and strong.
Though each was partly in the
right, all were in the wrong.
This is a powerful story
because the concept can be used
to ex.plain a number of confusing things students study in
school or on their own. Students often wonder why many
different names are given to the
same thing or the same name
can be given to several different
things. As noted above, the
wor~ elephant was given the
meaning of a wall, a spear, a
snake, a tree, a fan, and a rope.
By contrast, the elephant's
trunk, for example, would be
given different· names by wordsmiths in different parts of the
world. Furthermore, some
blind "expert" decides to combine the trunk with the right
hind leg and tail and call it
Titan, a new type of animal.
Now transfer these concepts
to messages given by messengers. Suppose the first message
says "beauty is in the mind of
the beholder" and the second,
"a thing of beauty is a joy forever." The former applies to

worldly beauty; the latter, to
spiritual beauty. The messenger
is describing only 2 parts of the
"elephant." What he failed to
do was to give us an outline
designating the different worlds
of beauty -- i.e. the entire "elephant." Nor did he tell us
which world (i.e. which part of
the elephant) of beauty he was
discussing. Since very important information (e.g. about the
other worlds of beauty) is missing, we get a twisted slant on
beaoty. Thus, we are prevented
from having the knowledge to
know what is not being said and
what requires further research.
Always keep in mind that
there is a bigger picture beyond
the pieces the messenger gives.
Search for that picture! Also,
when we are standing on a table
shouting our opinions, let us
pause for a moment to see if we
are not one of those blind men
examining the elephant.
NOTE: Please address commen ts to: 399 E. Highland
Avenue, Suite 50 1, San
Bernardino, CA 92404
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NASA Presents Ambroise, Girl
·Who Named the Historic Mars
Rover

Black Voice News

The Highland Senior Center, 3102 E. Highland Avenue, hosts a
community low impact aerobic class on Tuesdays & Thursdays,
from 5:15 to 6:00 p .. Cost will be $1 for each person for each
class. The instructor will be Debbie McKay. You must be 18
years or older. No small kids allowed. For more information,
please call (909) 862-8104.

f

showcase d th is bright young
lad y at its 300 E. Street SW,
headquarters, principally for the
benefit of C . DeLores Tucker,
founder/chair of the National
P'olit ical C ongress of B l ack
Women, Inc. (NPCBW), who
has been r~lentlessly trying to
find her ever since her identity
was recently revealed.
Pau la Clegget-Haleim, an
African A merican w ho is
(Acting) Deputy A~sociate
Administrator of NASA Public
Affairs, hosted the affair that
was largely attended by
minorities.
Mi ss Ambroise, of Haitian
descent, is t he e ldest of six
sibling. She is a I 0th grader at
the St. Augustine ElementaryJunio r High School in
Bridgeport, CN. She became
interested in Sojourner Truth,
she said when she was given an
oration assignment and settled
on the colorful 19th Century
icon as a subject.
" What struck me," she said,
"was that she was so strong."
Miss Ambroise's handwritten
essay won over more than 3,000
worldwide entries. And it is no
wonder for it was a beauty of
simp licity and poetic grace.
Said she, "The name of
Pathfinder (robot) should be
Soj ourner Truth. I chose
Soj ourner because she was a
heroine to Blacks, slaves, and
women. She acted on her strong
feelings ...It is only logical that
(it) be named Sojourner Truth
because she is on a journey to
find truths about Mars."

Babies Biggest Threat
Our Bodies

'""''l'c

Ernest C. Levister, Jr., M.D.
F.A.C.P.,F.A.C.P.M.

Dear Dr. Levister: I am an
emergency room nurse. Many
of my patients are babies, who
are involved in avoidable accidents. Where can parents go for
guidance on keeping "baby safe
and sound?"
E.K.
Dear E.K.: Accidents - not
disease - are the leading cause of
death and d1sabiihy 1n chHdren
ages one to four. Every year, for
instance, about 9,000 high-chair
related accidents send babies to
hospital emergency rooms. With
more teens becoming parents the
rate of serious accidents
amongst infants and toddlers
continues to go up. The problem
of parenting ignorance, however,
is non-discriminating.
Consider this scary scenario:
Mary Ellen is an honor graduate
with a college degree in physics.
She lands a good paying job.
Two years later Mary Ellen marries Jim, an aspiring lawyer. The
couple buys a house and a sail
boat while eagerly awaiting their
new baby. What along the way
has prepared this couple for
life's most challenging career,
parenting? Like it or not, parent-

ing is still sadly an OJT (on the
job training) experience. It's
tough enough just keeping your
baby disease free. For a new
parent keeping a baby out of
harm's way can be particularly
overwhelming. Baby-proofing
the home requires never ending
vigilance that few new parents
today have time or energy to do.
New products constantly pose
new hazards . What potential
hazard should parents know
about applying ordinary baby
powder to their infant's bottoms?
What brand of toys or car seats
are the safest?
.Most universities and colleges offer extension classes on
parenting des igned for the
"busy" new parent. Most courses concentrate on physical and
emotional wellness and fall
short on teaching child safety.
One book that has helped parents eliminate many hazards
around the house for the past
two decades is "Guide to Baby
Products" (a Consumer Reports
book).' This guide, in its f ifth
edition, cautions parents about
the threat and dangers of specific brand baby products, from
toys to baby furniture to products suc.h as formulas, diapers,
and passifiers.
It warns about many products
previously recalled. but still in
use, gives safety tips and lists
addresses and phone numbers of
major baby-product manufactures and consumer child safety
organizations. The book is written by baby expert, Sandy Jones, '
and Consumer Reports. It also '
rates baby brand named baby
products on the safety, convenience and durability. Books,
• even classes, won't take the
place of a caring and conscientious parent but they offer a
healthy start.

TOGETHER
9
WE RE
ELEaRI
'

At
Southern California Edison, we have made a commitment
to economic and business development, education and job training.
In the last five years, we have contributed over $50 million to
programs and organizations that make a difference in the
communities we serve.
We're electric when we promde you with quality and reliable
service.
We're electric when we support organizations such as the
L.A. Watts Summer Games, Sabriya's Castle Foundation in
Los Angeles and the Regional Job Training Center in Compton.
We're electric when'we help companies stay in the Los Angeles
area, retaining over 100,000 jobs. Companies like King Size Ideas,
a Christian publishing and merchandise company.
We're electric when we provide educational
grants and scholarships to schools such as
Kelley Elementary in Compton.
We're electric when we work together for
the.benefit of our children, our jobs, our ·
communities and our future.
www.edisonx.com

_J EoYsoR
N
An £DISON INTERi'tiAno, 1/_" Comf\,ln,

I.,

Diversity Job Fair
The Inland Empire Diversity Job Fair will be held Wednesday,
October 8, 1997 at 9:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m: in the Citrus
Building of the National Orange Show, 689 South "E" Street,
San Bernardino. The Diversity Job Fair is free to job seekers.
For more information, call (909) 888-4571.

• Financial
• Real Estate
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Hidden Secret n the
Backstreets of ialto
Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

Vickie Williams, hairstylist

By Lee M. Ragin Jr.
There\ s a well kept secret
hidden in Rialto!
The
challenge, to get to the bottom
of it and find out what's been
Backstreet Hair Salon
going on.
Combing through the dark and moved to the Rialto area in to Rialto, "I love Rialto," states
Williams. She began working
alleyways and thoroughfares, 1986.
She opened her first hair at Backstreet Hair Salon where
you may by chance luck up on
salon
"Smooth Move Hair she handles the overall
an obscure backstreet -- the
backstreet to shear elegance Design" in •Rialto in 1989. operations of the business.
After being an owner for two
Backstreet specializes in
and glamour.
years,
she
decided
to
move
perms
, weaves , texturizers,
This well kept secret of
tints/dyes, braids, haircuts,
course is Backstreet Hair Salon back to the Los Angeles area.
Becoming
disenchanted
with
shampoos
, press n'curls and
located at 1436 Ayala Drive,
Los
Angeles,
Williams
returned
nails.
No
job
is too big or too
#E, Rialto.
The Colton Joint Unified Schoo
Under new ownership ,
Backstreet touts glamour,
District is seeking applicants fo
elegance, and pizzazz for
a variety of certified ancl
connoisseurs who crave superb
classified positions.
and elegant hairdos,. as well as
perfectly crafted sculptured The District is proud to offer:
nails.
Competitive Salaries
One of the chief hair
Excellent Benefits Package
specialists at Backstreet is
Supportive Working Environment
Vickie Williams who has been
transforming even the most
The District is an equal opportunity employer.
unmanageable hair into a work
of art for years.
Williams, ·a hairstylist since Call the District's Job Line for current openings:
1983, grew up in Compton, CA

GID

small to tackle.
Sticking with customer
satisfaction, Williams states
that Backstreet is always
looking for operators and
barbers to aid in the day to day
operation of Backstreet, as well
as nail operators.
For more information or to
make an appointment contact
(909) 875-7411.

Pitney Bowes Elects Green
to the Board of Directors ·
Black Voice News
STAMFORD, CONN

The board of directors of
Pitney Bowes Inc. (NYSE:
PBI) elected Ernest Green ,
President of Ernie Green
Industries, Inc., (EGI) to the
board effective August 1, 1997.
EGI, which Green founded
in 1981, is a supplier of
increasingly complex and
technologically sophisticated
components and subassemblies
in the automotive industry. The
$110 million company has 600
employees and is headquartered
in Dayton, Ohio. EGI consists
of three divisions : EGIManufacturing, which produces
door seals and door lock
modules for General Motors,
Sun Manufacturing, which is a
staking and coatings operation,
and Florida Production
Engineering,
which
manufactures wheel trim for all
North American automotive
assemblers. Prior to starting
EGI, Green was Executive
Director and Vice President of
the Team Sports Division for
the International Management
Group, and Assistant Vice
President of Student Affairs for
Case Western University.
Green has a B.S. degree from
the University of Louisville and
started his career as a
professional football player
with the Cleveland Browns in

Ernest Green

1962. During his illustrious
career he was a member of the
1964 World Championship
Team, named All-Pro in 1966
and 1967, and served.as team
Co-Captain in 1967 and 1968.
Green was elected to the
class of directors on the Pitney
Bowes board who se te rm s
expire at the 199 8 Annual
Meeting. Green serves on the
board of directors for a variety
of community and bu sine ss
organizations including: Dayton
Power & Li ght and Eaton
Corporation.
· Pitney Bowes is a premier
provider of products and
services
that
support
preparation and management of
documents, packages and other
messages in phy s ical or
electronic form.

OUR COMMITMENT IS TO OUR CLIENTS
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invest In

(909) 876-4082

People Are

1alking

Future
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✓ Retirement Planning
✓ Investment Planning
✓ Estate Planning
✓ College Planning
✓ Tax Planning

/

••• about Eagle Mountain. Everybody seems to have an
opinion about the landfill project. However, not all the opinions
are based on fact.
Join some of your friends and neighbors for a fact-filled discussion
about the best potential solution to our local waste disposal needs.

See it for y~urself -

end

Call Me Now!

Inland Empire Investment Advisors
Workshops and Seminars for financial planning available
..,, I
Call for schedules

Check the listings below:

____
E A_G_L_E~ 0 UN TA IN·
LANDFILL

To Enhance Your Retirement Years,..

RECYCLING

OUR MISSION:

CENTER

Mine Reclamation Corporation
43-645 Monterey Avenue, Suite A, Palm Desert, CA 92260
1-800-253-0597

TELEVISION SCHEDULE: THAU JULY 31
(channels in parenthesis)
KDBA-TV Fox (40): July 16, 21, 22, 23, 28, 29, 30, 11 :30 PM; July 19, 26, 4 PM;
July 20, 27, 10 PM.
KMIR-TV (6): July 27, 3:30 PM
Media One Cable: (2) July 16-18, 21, 23-25, 28, 30, 31, 7:30 PM; (4) July 16-19, 21, 2326, 9 PM; July 16, 23, 30, 10:30 PM; July 19, 26, 12 PM; July 20, 27, 10 PM; (7) July 17,
18, 24, 25, 31, 10 PM; July 19, 26, 1 PM.; July 22, 29, 7 & 9 PM; July 20, 27, 8 PM
Riverside Charter Cable (3): July 17, 19, 20, 22, 24, 26, 27, 29, 31, 9:30 PM.
Time Warner Cable (4): July 11 -31, 9:30 PM

At Inland Empire Investment Advisors is to offer
investment, tax, estate and retirement planning. This is
accomplished through the comprehensive, dynamic
implementation of your Financial Plan with the
assistance of licensed securities representative, Rex
Jackson: In this role, we assume responsibility for your
best interests and aim to help you define and acquire the
financial services and products you need. This will be
done on an ongoing basis in order to fully implement
your personal financial management system.

Linsco/Private Ledger
Member NASD/SIPC

225 W. Hospitality Lane, Suite 200 * San Bernardino, CA 92408
1-800-343-1861 * (909) 884-5519 FAX: (909) 884-8059
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Dowe, Barnes & Associates, L.L.P.
Attorneys at Law

opa(

Egyptian

D. Richards

Teer One
Propertiesi ",;

Caribbean

;c:-1•""•:••·•·•-···,\:,-,:C:

Attorney at Law
BOUTIQUE AND BALLOONS

A Residential & Commercial
Real Estate Brokerage

CARDS
BODY OILS

DANCE WEAR

• divorce
• child support
• child visitation

• spousal suppo
• child custody
• automobile

JE~ELRY
BALLOONS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

696 North "O" Street
Suite #1
San Bernardino, CA 92401

SHARON

For ai°tyour.legaT needs including contract
negotiations, immigration law and administrative
hearings
Low Cost Legal Service
Judge Pro-Tern
Former Deputy District Attorney
Registered Nurse

for Residential Appraisals'
Notary Public
Property Management
Real Estate Sales & Purchase

PORCELAIN DOLLS

&

3585 Main St. , Ste. 212
Riverside CA 92501
(909) 784- ~ 342

Take Charge of Your Sex Life
300 Law Firms Working Together
We will refer you to an attorney that specializes in
whatever your legal needs might be. We are
dedicated to helping the African-American people

~

SnG,·P"\

Sensual Day & Evening Wear
Lotions, Oils & Adult Toys
for catalog send #3.95 s / ~·,, h
· check or money order to·
_,· .

Home Improvement
Apply By Phone
48 Hour Approval

ACCEPT ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

Intimate Wear

A FREE SERVICE!
4129 Main St., #200
Riverside, CA 92501
Ph. (909) 369·0272
Fax (909) 369--0273

Victorville
Ph. (619) 241-0889
Fax(909)369-0273

270 N. Canon Dr., Suite 1320
Beverly Hills, CA 90210

(800) 995-4724

e-mail: intimate.wear@mailexcite.com

STELLAR INVESTMENTS

&

FINANCIAL SERVICES, INC.

licensed by California Department of Real Estate

~(f)@©cr~o Wrr@® ~@(f)@rri
How To Buy Your First Home-ffle
Eau Wu!
Avoid the 1O most common. Painful. frustratin2
mistakes of f irrst time home buyers! Stop
PaYin2 rent forever. 2et your free rePort sent to
YOU today! Call 1-800-551-3401 Ext. 500
anytime 24 llours a du. Call now and 2et Your
FREE COPY!

Attention Home Owners

LOANS

\'ES! BEGIN PlA\'ING 1ST DA\'!

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE
✓ Aromatherapy ✓ Carpel Tunnel ✓ Body Wraps
✓ Swedish Massage ✓ Shiatsu ✓ Sports Massage
✓ Reflexology ✓ Gift Certificates Available

This is a no-oblil!ation communi!Y service.

Member of the Assoc.
Body Work & Massage
Professionals

909-873-4621
Licensed by
City of Riverside

BY APPOI NTMENT ONLY

GET FOURTH LESSON FREE!

ENROLL TODAY:

CALL 909-683-1468

Debbie D.'s
Gifts Videos Music Book Store

No Equity Required
Inspirational roAmerican Gifts

~ Free 24 Hour Recorded Message

1-888-915-1728
23080 D-220 Alc." andm Bini • . le >rl·nn , ·;11lq·.

Criminal Conviction or
Charges?
IF

You, A FRIEND OR

RELATIVE HAS BEEN

CONVICTED OR CHARGED WITH

A CRIM E

WE CAN HELP!

~e.,....,o_u_s_e_s_ _ _ _$2
..,..-_--=
5...,..
o--,
Laundry Shirts
$1.25
Pants
$2.25
Suits
$5.25
Dresses
$5.00
(Silk X-tra)

. . ...

1-800-531-2484
:

~

SPECIAL

N••· lo Ga~,c Rose

~~

l_ '1><1
___

u.

() · • I~ AT f

Must present coupon with incoming
orders, not valid with other offers.

various gifts

::c~
....

Alessandro
•'I (

Per Pleat Lined

Candles; h,1ir & Skin care products;
Kw,rnz,1.1 supplies; greeting cards; st,1tionary; gift wrap; jewelry; specialty hot sauces;

DRAPERY

e

anclOonJose

( ) 1 · II

<

l ','. ~.

13373 Perris Blvd. E-412
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

P LA NT

ON P REMISES

15 Years Experience, Flat Rates!
Call US!

.

ONE

DAY CLEANING SERVICE •

Also carrying:

C:\(909-')"---6_5_6_-_4_1_3-=:.______

ONt-: D /\Y A ITFRATI ON
ON SITE

S ERVICE

(909) 242-3351

MASTE R T A I L OR

This could be your ad
Find out how? Contact

(909) 682-6070
~
_

fu

(909) 341-8930
FAX (909) 341-8932

Samuel1 E. Dey, Jr., M.D .
Diplomat, American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology
Added Qualifications in Geriatric Psychiatry
General & Geriatric Psychiatry
Member Black Psychiatrists of America

.Cou

Office Hours
By Appointment

gram's
fJhe !BoutU/
<Wonu:n. .Quafi'7J C..~tlz~
i

African Apparel, Glo,·es & Hats
.After Fh>e \l·e ar and Small to Full Figure
SHOP & SAVE

Tuesday thru Saturday, 10:00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M.

Phone: (909)

485-9259

CRESCENT

mission
bar-b-que

CITY
CREOLE

palace
3646 Mission Inn
Riverside, CA 92501

RFSTAURANT

Featuring
Down home
cookin'

.24553 Alessandro Blvd., Sunnymead Village
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

Italian Gold Mfg. Corp.
The Gold Filled Company

9395 Monte Vista Ave.
Montelalr, CA. 91763

Hours: Sunday-Thursday
11 :00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Friday-Saturday: 11 :00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Closed Tuesday

Hours: Monday-Thursday
11 :00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Friday: 11 :00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Saturday: 4:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m .

(909) 782-8219

(909) 482-0566

Ll Bangles Ll Jingles Ll Baby Bracelet
Ll Earrings Ll Rings Ll Chains & More
, A Buy & Sell Jewelry Direct from the Manufacturer
A Ask About Our Sales Distributor Kit
A Call to Receive our Full 92 Page Catalog
A Lifetime Warranty

(Montelalr)
Catering Service Available -· Anywhere -· Any Time

YOU'RE GUARANTEED TO LICK YOUR FINGERS

Banquet facilities available for any occasion.

.'
•

Proverbs
Lying lips are abomination to the Lord: but they that deal truly
are his delight.
·
A prudent man concealeth knowledge: but the heart of fools
proclaimeth foolishness.
The hanc;j of the diligent shall bear rule: but the slothful shall be
under tribute.
Proverbs 12:22-24
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Rev. & Mrs. Bro ks to
Celebrate 8th Appre iation
and Retirement Servi
Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

Rev. Charles Brooks and
wife, Charlotte, will be

citizens of San Bernardino.
Brooks'
outstanding
achievements this conference

, I·1

forget our yesterdays -- we
simply dare not live in them."
Brooks added he looks
forward to enjoying a lifelong vacation of a preaching
and mentoring ministry.
During the August 16th
appreciation banquet, Dr.
Cecil L. Murray, Pastor of
First A.M.E. Church, Los
Angeles will be the speaker
for the banquet.
The retirement service is
Sunday, August 17, 11 :00 a ..

at St. Paul A.M.E.

Rev.
Sylvester Laudermill, Pastor
Brooks' son in the ministry,
is pastor of St. Peter's
A .M .E. Church in St. Louis,
MO., and will be the speaker.
The public is invited to the
Sunday service at St. Paul
located at 1355 West 21st
Street in San Bernardino. For
further information, contact
the church office at (909)
887-1718.

Rose of Sbaron Evanalls11c
Cburcb of God In c,r1s1
12900 Heacock St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

(909) 656-4247
Pastor Charles Brooks

Dr. Cecil L. Murray

honored on August 16-17 at a
Retirement and Appreciation
Banquet for Pastor Brooks of
St. Paul A.M.E. Church in
San Bernardino.
Rev. Brooks has pastored
St. Paul for the past eight
years_ The church has grown
to
a
computerized
membership of over 1,000
members. Church properties
have been beautified and
remodeled
under
his
pastorialship. The seven
ministries: Administration,
Evangelism & Worship,
Music, Education, Media,
Youth, In-reach and Outreach are excellent _examples
of Pastor Brooks leadership.
He has received many awards
for outstanding and dedicated
service to the affairs of the
San Bemardin'o community
and
for
c1v1c
pride
demonstrated by numerous
deeds for the benefit of all

year were: reached peak
membership _
of
approximately
1,200
members with 80 people
joining this year; awarded
several scholarships of
approximately $5,300 to high
school graduates attending a
college or university;
celebrated St. Paul's 93rd
Church Anniversary honoring
all retired Stewards and one
Trustee, and reached a peak
attendance of 166 students
for Vacation Bible School.
Also, the pastor placed a new
membership manual in every
member's
home
and
designated the second
Sunday in September as
Grandparent's Sunday.
Rev. Brooks states, "All
through life, but especially as
we age, we have to 'let go.'
Let go of where we have
been , let go of the level of
life where we are now so as
to live more fully. Let go of
a childhood and adolescence,
of good looks and youthful
energy, of a high paying job
and human applause, as well
as one of self-righteousness
and self-sufficiency -- not
simply because we must, but
because we have no choice.
Ratner because only by
letting go of yesterday we
can grow more fully into
Christ today. We do not

VERSE OF THE WEEK:
And we know that all things work together for good, to them that
love God, to them who are the called according to his purpose
RomansB:28

Sunday
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Worship Service
11:15 a.m.
YPWW & Worship Svc. 6:30 p .m.

Mountain View
Community Church

Mondays & Fridays
Hour of Prayer
6:30 p.m.

(New in Temecula!!)
27570 Commerce Center Drive #225
Temecula, CA 92590

Elder Leodls & Sister
Richardson

Wednesday
12 :00 p.m.
7 :30 p·.m.

Noon Day Prayer
Bible Study

Rose of Sharon is a
Church paving the way in
the wilderness - Isaiah

2nd & 4th Fridays
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p,m.

(909) 693-0771
WEEKLY SERVICES

35:J

Sunday

WELCOME ALL CUL~F5 IN EVERY NATION

•

To

Mt. Zion Lighthouse
Full Gospel Church

7:30p.m.
8:00p.m.

Friday Night .
Prayer
Evangelistic Service

7:30p.m.
8:00p.m.

WEEKLY SERVICES
~

Sunday School
Christian Life Development

9 a.m.

9 - 10 a.m.

10:30a.m.
11 - 12:30 p.m.

Nursery care is provided '

{during church)

Thursdqy
7:00p.m.

Bible Study

@hristian
~ingles
~et'Work

New!!! In Rialto

New Life Covenant Church
219 N. Riverside Avenue, Rialto 92376

(Services Held In The Woman's Club Bldg.)
(909) 874-2417

Sunday Services
CHILDREN'S MINISTRY

24-hr. information and subscriplion hotline connects you to...

9:30a.m.

✓ Business Advertisement
✓ Subscriptio Newsletter
✓ Personal Introductions
✓ Social Events

BIBLE STIJDY

9:30 a.m.
WORSHIP

11:00 a.m.

Worship Service
Inn vocation

~·
·--- ·.· r·:'
L..··

12:00p.m.

It ls Our
Aim To Grow
through the
WoRn ofGon

presents

SHEPHERD'S GOSPEL TIME
SUNDAYS

Sunday Morning Bible School
Morning Worship
Sunday Eve. Worship

ADVERTISEMENT CALL DOROTHY SHEPHERD

9:00 a.m.
10:10 a.m.
6:00 p .m .

Free Bible Lesson Course By Mail
Free Transportation
OFFICE: 657-5433 Mon. - Sat.
657-274 Sun
FAX: 657-2803

12:30 - 1:30 PM
for

SCHEDULE OF SERVICES:

:-·

Sunday

Rev. Michael and Sherrie
Edwards

(Adults only)

Classes
Worship
Children's Church

"A church dedicated to New Testament
style Teaching, Preaching and Worship"

FL

7:00p.m.

(909) 359-0203

WEEKLY SERVICES
Monday-Friday Neighborhood
12Noon
Intercessory Hour of Prayer
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday in-depth Bible Core Study
7:00p.m.
Friday Holy Worship Service
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Holy Worship
7:00p.m.
Sunday Holy Evangelist Service
2nd Friday Night Monthly Neighborhood
10:30 p.m. - 6:00 a.m.
Intercessory Open Door Prayer

Wednesday Night
Prayer
Bible Study

7:00p.m.

6476 Streeter Avenue
Riverside, CA

279 "D" Street
Perris, California 92570

Weekly Order QfService .

11 :30 a.m.

The New Jerusalem
Foursquare Church

3310 Lime Street Downtown
P.O. Box 5037
Riverside, CA 92501-5037
(909) 784-HOLY or 686-8240 - FAX

Perris Church Of 'hrist

Church Of God In Christ
14340 Elsworth St. ,
Moreno Valley, CA
(Services being held at New Wine Church)

11 :00a.m.

Prayer & Bible Study
Chosen Generation
(Youth 12- 17 years)

It Will Change Your Life
Br~akthrough

9:30a.m.

Wednesdqy

3rd Church Anniversary
Sept. 21st & Sept. 28th
Services Held at 4:00 p.m.

A Pentecostal Holiness Ministry

7:45 a.m.

Early Worship
Church School
Mid-Morning Worship
Children's Worship ·
(2nd & 4th Sunday

!,

(909) 597-7134

;I
Curtis McCullom, Senior
Minister
W. Osborn, Assistant Minister
W. Otis, Assistant Minister

4195

177
CHINO HILLS, CA 91709

'96 McDonald Gospelfest Choir
Competition Winners

'

CHINO HILLS PKWY
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Life CHURCH OF Goo IN CHRIST

Breakthrough

3349 Rubidoux Boulevard•

CH~·HcH

Church Of God In Christ
14340 Elsworth St., Suite 121-124
Moreno Valley, CA

Riv., CA 92509 • (909) 684-LIFE

16262 Baseline Ave.
Fontana. CA 92335
(909)350-940 I

Sunday
WORSHIP SERVICES
8:00 am, 9:45 am, 11:30 am & 7:00 pm

SUNDAY SERVICES
Morning Service
Sunday School
Sunday Service
Women In Prayer
After Sunday Serive

Sunday School
Sunday School
New Members' Class
Childrens' Church
Support Group
Faith Clinic

8:00 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
I 0:45 a.m.

Wednesday

Prayer Meeting
Wednesday

Bible Study (Pastoral Teaching)
Children & Teen Ministries

7 :00 p.m.

Bible Study
Wednesday

8:00 am
9:45 am
9:45 am
11 :30 am
5:00 pm
5:30 pm

Weekly Order OfService
Sunday School
VACATION BmLE SCHOOL
AUGUST 25 THRU

Morning Worship

7:30 pm
7:30 pm

"CELEBRATING

A DECADE OF

YPWW

5:30 p.m.

Evening Worship

7:00 p.m.

DYNAMIC MINISTRY"
MAY

Prayer Daily: Tues-Fri at 6am, 12 pm, & 7 p

1987 - 1997

Come To Life, It Will Change Yours!

Lily Of The Valley Church

ST. PAUL AFRICAN
METHODIST EPISCOP L
CHURCH

Of God In Christ
200 Oasis Rd.
Palm Springs, CA 92262
{619) 325-1779

1355 W .

21st. Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909)887-1718

5694 Jurupa Avenue
Riverside, CA 92504
(909) 779-0088 - Office

Sunday Worship
Services

WEEKLY SERVICES

8:00

Sunday School
9:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
Evening Workshop
6:00 p.m.
Tuesday Prayer Meeting & Bible Study

7:00 p .m .

Sunday

Sunday School
Wednesday
Bible Study

9:30

a.m.

Christian Education

a.m.

Choir Rehearsal
Thursday
Evangelist Service

2008 Martin Luther King, Blvd.
S t,atton Center -Temp. Location
Riverside, CA 92507
P.O . Box 55010, Riverside, CA 92517
(909) 683-1567

SERVICE TIMES:

Worship Services
9:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

Sun ay School
Moa:ning Worship

9:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.

7:00p.m.
7:00p.m.

Tues. Night
Fri. Night

7:00p.m.
7:00p.m.

Prayer and Bible Study

Rev. R aymond F. Williams

(1860 Chicago, Ste. #Gll, Riverside)
Wed nesday

6:30 p.m.

"God is in the Blessing Business"

Comm~ty

Baptist Chm·eh
Services held at: Kansas
Avenue S.D.A. Church
4491 Kansas Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 653-3775

Weekly Servle•

James B. Ellis, Jr., Sr. Pastor
Albert Riley, Assistant Pastor

Sunday School
IO a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Tuesday Prayer Meeting &
Bible Study
7 p.m.

Second Baptist Church

The Ultimate in Gospel Music

To

HEAVEN WITH REV. LEROI

LACEYSUNDAY- FRIDAY AT

7:00 p..
Wednesday Services
Prayer Services
7:00 p.m.
Bible Study
7:'15 p.m.

Sct11:vuu :

Nursery Open

and

INSPIRATIONS A CROSS AMERICA GOSPEL MUSIC
COUNTDOWN - THURSDAYS AT

4009 Locust (at 10th St.)
Riverside, CA 92501
(909) 686-9406

Sunday Services
Early Morning Worship 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship

6 PM

9 PM

"Second in Name, First in Love"

Pastor T. Elsworth
Gantt, II

SAW THEM IN BLACK VOICE

NEWS

OF ACTS
7480 Sterling Avenue
PO. Box 220989
San Bernardino, CA 92410

Rev. F.D. Bullock
3431 Mt. Vernon Ave
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 788-9218
Theme: "Endeavoring to Increase the Population of
Heaven"
Schedule o f Service
Sunday Praise & Worship ..... ... ......... ..... 12: 00 p.m.

Wednesday Family Bible Study .............. 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Service .... ........ ... .... ....7:30 p.m.

7:00 p .m .

THE B OOK

The Liv ing Word Baptis t
Ch u rch

CHOICE. TELL THEM YOU

11:00 a.m.
9:30 a .m.
10:00 a.m.

Re v. Shermella Garrett•Egson

Newly Organized

VISIT A CHURCH OF YOUR

Of' §1:1;1v1c1:s

Sunday Services
Sunday School
Wednesday B ible Study
Wednesday Prayer &
Bible Study

call

(909) 688-1570

92556

4frtcan Methoolst
l:Dlsa>Dal£hurdl

(909) 684-7532

HIGHWAY

Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 430, Moreno Valley, CA

411e• OlaDel

2911 Ninth St.
Riverside, CA 92502

presents

Our Motto:
LOV in action, shows up better
than LOV spoken

N e w Beginnings

BIBLE STUDY

BLESSED
ASSURANCE

Pastor Jerry E. Johnson Sr.

7:00p.m.

Wednesday

O S TEMPLE CM E

(Heb. 6:11 & 12)
2355 Pennsylvania Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 222-4005

9:30 a.m.
11:15 a.m.
6:00p.m.
7:00p.m.

Tuesday

7:00 p.m.

Church of God in Christ

Sunday School
Worship Service

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Y.P.W.W.
Evening Worship

11 a.m.

Rev. Paul S. Munford,M. Div.

10:45 a.m.

Cuss FOR ALL AGES

Frida!J (every 1st & 3rd)
Fellowship Service ·
7:30 pm

7:30 p.m.

29ni, 1997 • 7 PM

9:30 a.m.

WEEKLY ORDER OF SERVICE:

Prayer:

Pastor and :\lrs. lla r '\-ey
~ Hean J ones

f909t

8 8 4-824:I

Tuesday - 9:30 a .m .
Thursday-5:30 p.m.
Friday- 10:00 a .m .
Bible Study: Wednesday- 6:00 p .m .
SUNDAY SERVICES:

Sunday School
Morning Worship

9:45 a.rn.
11:30 a .m.

CHURCH DIRECTORY LISTING
Saturday Service
Song Service
Sabbath School
Church Service
Adventist Youth

FONTANA
Fontana Juniper Ave. SDA
' ' 7347 Juniper Ave.
Ivan Williams, Pastor
, Fontana, Ca
(909) 822-4349

Mt. Moriah Baptist
Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr.
18991 Marioposa St.
Riverside, CA 92508
(909) 780-2240
Sunday Services
Prayer of Consecration
Sunday School
Devotion & Worship
BYPU (1st)
Evening

RIVERSIDE
,

Antioch Missionary Baptist
Pastor Phillip Scott
7547 Emerald Street, Riverside
(909) 688-7872
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
11 :00 a.m.
Morning Worship

Kansas Ave. SDA Church
Jesse Wilson, Pastor
4491 Kansas Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 682-98 10
-~

.:

.:

Riverside Faith Temple
Revs. J. & B. Sims
2355 Pennsylvania Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(909)788-0170
· Sunday Services
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

9:30 a.m.
11 :00 a.m.
6:30 p.m.

RUBIDOUX
9:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
10:45 a.m.
5:30p.m.
6:00p.m.

Park Avenue Baptist Church
Rev. L.E. Campbell, Pastor
19 10 Martin Luther King Blvd.
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 684-8782
Sunday ~ervice
9:20 a.m.
Round Table Prayer
9:30 a.m.
Sunday school
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
(Wednesday)
6:00p.m.
Teachers Meeting

Spiritual Gro_wth
Church Of God In Christ
YWCA 8172 Magnolia Avenue
Riverside, CA 92504
9909) 352-2109
Elder David C. Richardson, Pastor
Sunday School:
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship:
11 :00 a.m.

.,,, 1

9:15 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

Mount Calvary Missionary Baptist
Church
5476 34th Street
Rubidoux, California 92509
(909) 684-6480 or (909) 781-0443
' Seth Williams, Pastor
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
New Member Class
9:30 a. m.
Morning Worship
10:45 a. m.
Youth Church
11 :00 a.m.
Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church
2625 Avalon St.
Rubidoux, California 92509
(909) 276-8374
Marc Woodson, Pastor
Saturday Service s
Song Service
Sabbath School
Church Service
Adventist Youth Service

9:15 a.m.
9:30a.m.
11:00a.m.
5:00 p.m.

Macedonia Baptist Chwch
Rev. C.A. Simpson
New Visions Christian Community
2042 N. State St.
Church
18461 Mariposa Ave. (Woodcrest Area) San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 887-2138
Riverside, CA 92508
. , Sunday
9:30 a.m.
(909) 687-7454
'Sunday Worship
10:45 a.m.
Senior Pastor Emerson (Jeff) Jefferson,
Wednesday
Jr., M.Ed., M.Div
7:30 p.m.
Christian Growth Class
9:00 a.m. Worship Service
Morning Worship & Praise, 11 :00 a.m. Come Over To Macedonia And
7:00 p.m. Help Us! Aets 16:9
Prayer & Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
Choir Rehearsal
Mt. Olive Baptist Church
2110 Ogden St.
San Bernardino, CA 92405
SAN BERNARDINO
(909) 887-4864
Order of Service
Bethesda Missionary Baptist Church
!0a.m.
Sunday School
1356 N. Mt. Vernon Ave.
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
San Bernardino, CA 92411
Wednesday Bible Study
Rev. Charles MacDonald
7 p.m.
Prayer Meeting
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship Hour
11:00 a.m. Nm H-epe MBC Btlpfiaf, 8.B.
1575 West 17th Street
San Bernardino, CA 9241 1
New Hope COGIC
(909) 887-2526 Church
254 So. Mnt. Vernon
Sunday Services
San Bernardino, CA 92410
8:00a.m.
Morning Worship
(909) 381 -2662
9:30a.m.
Sunday School
Elder, Lenton Lenoir, Pastor
11:00 a.rn.
Morning Worship
Sunday School: 9:45 am
5:30 p.m.
N.B.C.
Morning Worship: 11 pm
7:00 p.m.
Evening Service
Evening Worship: 6 pm
Nursery Services Provided
Pastor Teaching: 8 pm Tues.
Evangelstic Worship: 8 pm Th
New Life Christian

Church
Rev. Elijah S. Singletary, Pastor
1322 N. Medical Center Dr.
San Bernardino, CA
Sunday Services
Early Morning Worship
8:00 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
Church School Hour
Morning Worship Hour
11:00 a.m.
Tuesday
6:30 p. m.
Bible Study Hour
Thursday
Prayer & Praise Service
7:00 p.m.
"Gospel Time" TV Broadcast-Channel 3
Rialto-Monday
8:00 p.m.
San Bernardino-Friday
8:00 p.m.

GRAND TERRACE
Free-Way Missionary Baptist Church
Rev. Alvin B. Hill, Pastor
22545 Barton Road Ste: 111
Grand Terrace CA 92313
(909) 825-5 I 40

Sunday Services
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Wed. Prayer Meeting
Wed. Bible Study

9:30 a.m.
11 :00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

HIGHLAND
Amazing Grace COGIC
6997 Palm Ave., Highland, CA 92346
(909) 864-7069
Pastor W.L. McC!endon

MSRP...................$12,690

MSRP..•.•.••.•••.•..•.•••$17,580
Freeway Discount..•..-1255
Factory Rebate........... -500

3
901
$15,825 ·
/0

3.9%

Freeway Discount..... -691
Factory Rebate.........-1000
Your Cost..............$10,499

Your Cost...............

1

MSRP.....................$20,145
Freeway Discount...-1472
Factory Rebate.........-1000
Your Cost•••••••••••••••• $17,673

D - - -.. .

39%
·. ·

1

60 MOS.
VIN #622279,
622201

V/N#643382

MSRP.....................$18,545
Freeway Discount....-1407
.Factory Rebate........ -1000

O

Your Cost ..............$16,538

. MSRP.....................$22,960
Freeway Discount...-1981
. Factory Rebate.........-2000

------.

1.9%

~.-xi/$ . Your Cost••••••••••••••••

$18,979

•
10

0 ---.....,
O

~

1

/

48 MOS.

MSRP.....................$27,995
Freeway Discount...-2368

,MS RP.....................$37,250
,; Freeway Discount...-5873

Your Cost•••••••••••••••• $25,62 7

i~iYour Cost•••••••••••••••• $31,377·

VIN#J50874

Vin.
#702404

Quality Pre-Owned Cars and Trucks
' 94 FORD ESCORT

'95 KIA SEPHIA

$6,999

$7,999

'92 MERC GRAND MARO LS

'93 V. W. GOLF

UC # 3KDM430

VIN #214425

$8,999

$8 999

' 94 FORD 150

'93 V.W . PASSAT

'94 V.W. JETTA GL

' 96 CHEV CORSICA

$8,999

$9,499

$10,999

UC # SA51528

VIN #125605

' 97 V.W. J ETTA GL

' 92 FORD EXPLORER XLT 4X4

'95 FORD WINDSTAR GL

$12,999

$12,999

$13,999

$15,999

LIC # 3LYD350

UC #2XLY254

VIN #3HCJ286

LIC # 3SWW 035

UC #3BOW60

VI~ #022864

(

UC #3G04805

,

'

$10,999
VIN # 3N KL508

' 96 HONDA ACCORD LX

1,
4

Johnson wins World Championship at 400-Meters
Michael Johnson, Olympic champion at 200- and 400-meters in the Atlanta Games, overcame injury
to win the 400 at the World Track and Field Championships in Athens Greece. Riversider Tyree
Washington finished a credible third in the world at 400 and Marion Jones took gold at 100-meters.
!Contact Sports Editor: Leland Stein III at (909) 682-6070 or black_voice@eee.org
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UNCF comes out a winne in Magic's All-Star Game
All-Star Game at Forum features the best young players in
the NBA.
By LELAND STEIN III
Black Voice News Sports Editor
INGLEWOOD - It was a wonderful midsummer night at the Great Western Forum for all
involved, everyone came out a winner: the fans,
Magic Johnson, the United Negro College Fund
(UNCF), and all the youthful NBA stars that volunteered their time.
The occasion that galvanized all these forces
together was the 12th annual "A Midsummer
Night's Magic Weekend." The weekend included
a Mardi Gras party and auction, a concert, a
celebrity basketball game and the NBA players'
All-Star funfest - the proceeds benefited the
UNCF.
The UNCF college fund is recognized as the
nation's most successful minority, higher education assistance organization. The funds from
Magic's Weekend benefit the UNFC's 41-member colleges as they strive to provide greater
access to higher education by keeping tuitions
affordable, providing scholarship and financial
aid, modernizing campus facilities, libraries and
research capabilities.
In support of the UNCF and its more than worthy goals, 14,793 fans came out to watch the
parade of young NBA talent on display for the
All-Star basketball contest.
The Forum known as the home of "Showtime"
during Magic's and the Lakers' five championship runs, was the perfect environment for this
year's event. L.A. basketball fans got a glimpse of
he future of the NBA The new "Showtimers" are
tasked with keeping the NBA on the track - financial and attendance wise - Magic, Michael Jordan
and Larry Bird started.
"To see close to 15,000 people come," said a
joyous Magic in the post game locker room, "and

~
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ONE-ON-ONE: Kobe Bryant (with ball) faces Penny Hardaway as he applies the defensive pressure.

have all these superstars ... (Anfernee) Hardaway,
Garry Payto!}, the other (Tim) Hardaway, Jason
Kidd and the high school sensation 1 Tracy
McGrady. I mean ... well, we had it all.
"The crowd really enjoyed it, and, that's the
key. If they're hollering and screaming and feeling the moment, then you know it's a success. We
were able to raise a lot of money for the cause."
Participants in the "Midsummer Night's AllStar Game" were: Ray Allen, Vin Baker, Cedric
Ceballos, Anfernee "Penny" Hardaway (20
points), Tim Hardaway (18 points), Stephan
Marbury, Ed O'Bannon, Jermaine O'Neal, Payton
(20 points, 12 assist), Jerry Stackhouse, Antoine
Walker and Michael Finely. All suited up for the
victorious Red squad.
On the Blue team that was defeated 153-147
were Shareef Abdur-Rahim (18 points), Brent
Barry, Kobe Bryant (35 points), Jimmy Jackson,
Earvin Johnson, Kidd (10 assist), McGrady (26
points), Charles O'Bannon, Darrick Martin,
Dennis Scott, Antonio McDyess and Byron
Russell.
As usual the game was more offense than
defense. However, once the young players' competitive juices got flowing, they played enough
defense to keep the score much lower than the
203-200 put on the board in the last UNCF game
played at the Arrowhead Pond in Anaheim_ in
1995.
In fact, Penny and Kobe became entangled in a
mini-war. They cleared out one side of the floor
three consecutive times down court in a one-onone macho display that drew a loud roar from the
appreciative fans. Throughout the funfest the
"Young and Restless" future stars of the NBA
were flying high, while producing crowd pleasing
moves, passes and slams.
As I read through the names in the program, I
couldn't help but notice almost every young star
in the league was present at the game. If all these
young men stay on target, the NBA has a solid
future to build on in the post Jordan era.
I think the fans really enjoyed this game,"
Jackson said, "especially seeing the young guys
in the league. Man, I say the Nl3A has had a lot of
quality guys come into the league in the last three
or four years. The prediction of the league's
demise is unwarranted."
Added Magic: "The young guys really know
the game, plus they are quick. They made me say,
'Hey, I'm glad I'm not playing anymore.'"
With Magic out front leading the charge for
educational enhancement and continuance for
minorities concerning UNCF member schools,
the NBA stars gladly made the trek across the
country to donate their time and energy to assist

less fortunate students in their quest to improve
their lives via the opportunities that education can
provide.
"Anytime you get invited to play in a game like
this ... there's no questions asked," Barry said.
"It's unbelievable the amount of talent out there.
It's a testament to Magic that a lot of the best
young players in the NBA were out here tonight.
Many have only seen him on video, but they came
here because they know what a great player and
person he is and to support this cause, it was just
fantastic."
Explained Abdur-Rahim: "All of us are so fortunate, that to give back is an opportunity I couldn't pass up, Plus, I try to use an event like this to
get something out of it physically, too."
Added Marbury: "This is for a good cause that
raises money for young people that want to go to
college. Some of them are not fortunate enough to
have had the opportunities that we have, they
need as assist."
Said Russell: 'Tm down for the cause, if it
helps young people . . . we need to do this.
Helping people get through school is what this is
all about."
r Interjected Bryant: "This means the world.
Helping others get a quality education is very
important. Plus, I'll do anything for Magic.
Hopefully, someday I'll be able to give back in a
similar manner."
Many of the young players gave Magic direct
praise for his contributions to the game and his
continued support for educational opportunities
for minorities or under represented college bound
students. Along with the UNCF's noble mission,
Magic was an important reason a lot of the players came out, too.
"To have any kind of involvement with Magic
because of what he's done for the game,"
Stackhouse said, "I think it's safe to say he's
influenced every guy that played in the game
today. Everybody gave their time to support the
goal of increased education and support Magic's
involvement as well."
Chimed in Ed O' Bannon: "Anytime you are
involved with Magic it's probably for a good
cause. He's a very positive person and anytime he
puts on an event such as this, without question I'll
do it. We don't always have our hands out, we do
give back time and effort for worthwhile issues."
While many in the media today focus their
attention on the negative occurrences concerning
athletes lives away from the playing fields, for
every one negative action there are probably 100
positive actions being implemented by today's
professional athlete that many in the media chose
to ignore.

..
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STEPPIN': Stephan Marbury elevates on this slam.

"This is for a great cause and anytime Magic
wants me to play I'll be here," Jackson said. "It's
a great chance for the guys to get together and
show people that we want to and know how to
give back."
Concurred Penny Hardaway: "A lot of people
don't like to see a lot of positive things happen
and they are always crying that the athletes don' t
give anything back. But this shows that we can be
supportive of each other around the league. In
fact, I host a game like this that raises money in
Memphis for worth while causes. Also, this game
means a lot to me because it goes to the UNCF
and I get to support Magic's efforts."
Explained Marbury: "A couple minor negative
things went on this year and I think people just
vibed on it. You know negative controversy
sells."
As the curtain closed on the game, Magic held
his annual post game slam dunk festival. Always
a crowd favon.te, this year's dunkfest set the audience on fire and had the walls rockin' in the
Forum. McGrady, Barry, McDyess, Bryant,
Penny and the gang tore the roof off the sucker.
The game and generation of monies is what
everyone was really here for, and that makes the
UNCF the real winner once againe for the 12th
year.
At a time when America is moving away from
equal access and Affirmative Action, the actions
of Magic, the UNCF, and the NBA All-Stars concerning events like this are more necessary than
ever. In carrying the torch for life improvements
for others via educational opportunities, many
worthy students will continue to find educational
enhancement while attending UNCF member colleges, and in the process become solid contribu~
tors to society.
I can only hope the never over used phrase, "A
mind is a terrible thing to waste," will someday
ring with truth while getting the passion and
resources of this country behind it to make it real
for every American youth. Surely an event like
this is movement in the right direction.

Photo by Garry Montgomery - BVN

CHAMPIONS FOR EDUCATION: Magic ohnson (far-I) and William Gray (far-r),
President and CEO of the UNCF, take part il'I the halftime festivities.

Phat Phrat Picnic

• Travel
• Reviews
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New Book Tells the Tale
of the Real Buffalo
Soldiers

~If ff I S tt0·~

Phi Beta Sigma Frat. Inc., presents THE BOMB!!! Phat
Phrat Picnic at Frank Bonelli Regional Park North Shore,
120 East Via Verde, San Dimas, CA. Admission is $5.00
for adults, children 10 and under $3.00. Kids 5 and
under are free. Parking is $6.00 per vehicle. For more
information call (909) 941-1029 or (818) 812-5391.
Thursday, August 7, 1997

Late Nig t TV Takes A New "VIBE"
for people's opinions , smart,
original humor and deep, rich
music. It will be entertaining,
energetic and, li~e our
audience, amazingly diverse,"
says Executive Producer
Daniel Kellison.
Quincy Jones 1 David E.
Salzman and Kellison are
executive producers of the
innovative , new show.
Experienced television and
music video director, Sandra
Fullerton is the director.
Accomplished musician Greg
Phillinganes is the music
direc tor and will lead
"VIBE's" exceptional ·house
band.
Giving "VIBE" its cuttingedge look is Emmy Awardwinning, set designer Ray
Klausen and veteran art
director Griff Lambert. The
unique, center-sq1ge set
complete with an entrance
elevator for Spencer and
panoramic backdrop of
Hollywood, was unveiled the
the night of the show 's
premiere.
"VIBE" is currently sold to
2 0 2 stations representing
97% of the country. The
series is distributed by
Columbia TriStar Television
Distribution (CTTD).
CTTD is a Sony Pictures
Entertainment company.
Sony
Pictures'
global
operation encompass motion
picture production and
distribution,
television
programming
and
syndication, home video
acquisition and distribution,
operation of studio facilities,
development
of
new
entertainment tec hnologies
and distribution of filmed
entertainment in 67 countries
worldwide.
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They were U.S. Army soldiers. Just a few years earlier, some
had been slaves.
Several thousand African Americans served as soldiers in the
Indian Wars and in the Cuban campaign of the Spanish-American
War in the latter part of the 19th century. They were known as
buffalo soldiers, believed to have been named by Indians who had
seen a similarity between the coarse hair and dark skin of the
soldiers and the coats of the buffalo. Twenty-three of these men
won the nation's highest award for personal bravery, the Medal of
Honor.
Black Valor: Buffalo Soldiers and the Medal of Honor, 18701898, a new book by Joint Chiefs historian Frank N. Schubert,
brings the lives of these soldiers into sharp focus . Readers will
;~ meet men like Sergeants Emanuel Stance, George Jordan, and
~ William McBryar. Stance was the first of the twenty-three to
' receive the Medal of Honor for his decisive and bold leadership in
; the Ninth Cavalry, which consisted mainly of former slaves, in
: battles with Indians. Jordan received the medal for defending a
: civilian settlement at Ft. Tularosa, New Mexico. Jordan later died
: after twice being refused admission to a military hospital.
·
William McBryar earned his medal fighting a party of Apache
• Indians on Salt River, Arizona. McBryar was awarded a volunteer
; commission but was not allowed to retain his commissioned rank
: for retirement.
'
Jordan's death and McBryar's unsuccessful quest for the status
: of a commissioned officer raised question about the meaning of a
: medal and a life of service for an African American.
Many more remarkable stories are told in this collected
; biography of the buffalo soldiers who were presented with the
.. Medal of Honor. Author Frank N. Schubert's stirring narrative,
·· derived from extensive historical research, will enrich and inspire
'. readers.
Black Valor is published by Scholarly Resources in
: Wilmington, Delaware, which publishes a variety of books for
: both the trade and academic markets. Black Valor is available at
: bookstores around the country and directly from the publisher.
' Dr. Schubert is the author of the critically acclaimed On the
: Trail of the Buffalo Soldier (Choice magazine's Outstanding
: Reference Book for 1995). A Howard University graduate and a
: Yietnam veteran, Dr. Schubert is an engaging and accomplished
'. speaker.

l
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Ed (Kel Mitchell, left) and Dexter (Kenan Thompson, right) help a no-frills
burger joint called Good Burger become one of the hottest fast food spots in
town. "Good Burger," a Paramount Pictures presentation in association with
ijlckelodeon Movies, is directed by Brian Robbins and produced by Robbins
and Michael Tolin. Starring are teen stars Kenan Thompson and Kel Mitchell.
The screenplay Is written by Dan Schneider and Kevin Kopelow & Health
Seifert. Julie Pistor Is executive producer and Diane Batson-Smith and Dan
fchneider are co-producers. Paramount Pictures and Nickelodeon Movies
6re both units of Viacom Inc. (See our review next week)
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Afte r months of c·reative· for
up - and
-coming to showcase their talent.
"Our show will be a forum
preparation , th e dynamic , comedians and musical artists
new late n ight t a lk seri e s .·:·:"i·/ii?Jt\ { ::::: ·:::/tf/1:iltt&··
:;;:;r:\\t/
"VIBE," debuted on August 4
~ tis
in nation a l syndic atio n .
After mak4ig ~~~:a$~ St$d~up
Comedi an/ac to r
Chris
Spence r ho s t s the hi g h energy, entertainment sho w
from Stage 4 6 at CB S
Televi s ion City in Lo s
Angeles, CA.
"VIB E" i s a o n e-hou r
program which will offer a
fresh, new voice to a youthful
ge neration in se arch of
alternative , late
ni g ht
entertainme nt. Hosted b y
Spe n cer, t he se rie s will
feature celebrity interviews,
comedy
and
music
performances , and satellite
and re mote segme nts from
sports e vents, mega-parties
and movie premiers. "VIBE"
will also be an opportunity

'. ~:~w~nhi~,;~,~~tr
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The Natural DentiscHerbal Mouth and
Gum Therapy··
Available at Health and Natural Food Stores

t\tt/Eljf

Literacy Tutor Orientation

• Society
• Calendar

A volunteer literacy tutor orientation and workshop will be
conducted Friday and Saturday, August 22-23, 1997, from 10:00
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the San Bernardino City Library Literacy
Center. Training will be held in the Literacy Center, Feldheym
Central Library, Second Floor, 555 West 6th Street in- San
Bernardino. For more information, or for dates of future Library
Literacy Volunteer Tutor Workshops, please call (909) 381-8205 or
381-8206.
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New Contemporary Clothing Stor Offers Fresh Styles for Riverside
X Marks the "G
Spot"
Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

By Rob~rto Carlos Hernandez
If you are a skater, you can go
down to Rebel Sports to pick up
some
t-shirts.
If
a
gothic/alternative look is more
your style, The Electric Chair
offers threads for the young
consumer. If the hip hop
aesthetic is more your bag of
tricks then Downlow Hookups
at the Galleria will probably
carry what you are looking for.
Now, Riverside hipsters have a
new store that specializes in
cutting-edge, contemporary
styles for all lifestyles and all
age groups.
Located in the Fox Theater

own business," DaCosta said.
Dacosta comes from an
extensive background and
affiliations with club promotion,
trade magazines, records labels,
and clothing companies . "All
these things are intertwined,"
:QaCosta told the Black Voice
News. According to Dacosta,
current trends in combining
different musical genres and
cultures in fashion are reflected
in his store. "Kids from all
walks of life can come in the
Anthony Dacosta
store and find something they'll
Complex on the corner of like," Dacosta said.
Market Street and Mission Inn The G Spot carries shirts,
Boulevard, "The G Spot" shorts, pants, hats, caps, jackets,
carries modern clothing for all t-shirts, and accessories. Names
walks of life. Operated by like Blur, Phelony, Rubber Soul,
Anthony Dacosta, proprietor Fiend, Blunt, TwentyFive
and partner, the store opened its A .P.D. and Third Rail are
doors in May.
among the name brands that the
"I always wanted to own my store carries. Dacosta hopes to
carry brands like Haze and
Royale in the future, Los
Tworek, acting provost of Angeles-based "East Coast
flavor" clothing lines.
RCC's Moreno Valley campus,
inside
the
"The program will enable Stepping
establishment,
one
can
hear
students to be educated in a
rapcore or hip hop CDs playing
medical center environment. At
in the background, see Squirrel
the medical center, students will
Nut Zippers posters on the wall,
be exposed to health care
and
read flyers and alternative
practitioners and patients on a
magazines like "Rage" on the
daily basis."
·
The program will begin
during the Fall 1997 semester
with three modules. The HCT
82 Phlebotomy Technician
program will be offered the first
nine weeks on Wednesday and
Thursday evenings, and the
HCT
83
EKG/Monitor
Technician Program will be
offered on Friday evenings and
Saturday mornings. Both
courses will begin on August
20, 1997. The HCT 80 Certified
Nurse Assistant course will be
offered the second nine weeks
beginning October 23, 1997, on
Thursday and Friday evenings
and on Saturday. All courses
will be held at Parkview
Hospital Medical Center. For
further information call (909)
485-6135.

New Health Care Program at RCC
Black Voice News
REDLANDS

Starting this fall Riverside
Community College and
Parkview Hospital Medical
Center will offer a collaborative
education program to train
Multicompetency Heal th care
Technicians. The program will
be taught at Parkview and will
multi-skilled
prepare
technicians for the healthcare
industry.
Training
will
encompass : unit secretary,
certified nursing assistant, home
health aide, sterile processingdistribution, phlebotomy, EKG-

monitor, and patient care
technician.
In the rapidly changing
healthcare industry, there is an
emerging
need
for
a
multiskilled
healthcare
workforce that can provide
various types of services. This
program will serve as a model
for an industry that currently
trains its own multi-skilled staff
at tremendous cost to hospitals
and ultimately to the patients.
According to Dr. Richard

you've probably saved

ENOUGH.
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$299
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Roundtrip Airfare
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DaCosta's business ventures are
not limited to clothing stores.
On September 4, he plans on
opening "The Red Light
District." a new club off of Park
Sierra Drive in Riverside. With
live bands and DJs, Dacosta
hopes his club will provide
entertainment for Riverside.
Located at 3687 Market Street,
business hours are Monday

through Friday 11 a.m. to 7
p.m ., Saturday 11 a. m. to 6
p.m., and Sunday 11 a.m. to 5
p.m. For more infonnation, call
(909) 683-4711.
"I want to take Riverside and
the Inland Empire to another
level," Dacosta said.

for a home,

CARIBBEAN

Roundtrip Airfare

}'

SAVED A LOT

Summer
Savings to the

JAMAICA

l

Even if you haven't

SIZZLING

Roundtrip Airfare

table. "This store is open to
everybody," Dacosta said.
Whether one is looking for a
new shirt to hit the clubs, a tshirt for the latest rave, or just a
new pair of pants, The G Spot
will answer your needs . "If
you're a loyal customer, I'll
take care of you. I take care of
people," said. Dacosta cites
his stores economical price
range and hard-to-find selection
of clothes as two reasons why
he plans on developing his store
as "the hot spot for cutting-edge
fashion."
"I'll beat anything in the mall
by $4 or $5 dollars," Dacosta
said.
This young entrepreneur has
other, more ambitious reasons
for opening up a new business.
"I see Riverside as very
underexposed," Dacosta said.
He noted that he has observed a
lot of separation of cultures in
the Inland Empire, and his store
will be a sign to the people of
Riverside to bridge economic
and cultural gaps. "I want to
bring solidarity to the
community," Da Costa said .
"This is a cross-over business
and the stepping stone to
becoming as one," he said.

8 Day Maui Vacation
Packages

It's not easy saving up to buy a home

,
these days. But with the FHA, it
isn't as hard as you'd think. Because
with an FHA loan, you could get
into a home of your own with a down
payment as little as a few months
rent. And you don't need a perfect
credit record or a high-paying }ob

AS LOW AS ...

House / Down Payment

$469.00

$30,000 ........ $900

Includes: Air, qondo and Car

$60,000 ...... $2,500

$399

$90,000 . ..... $4,000
ASK ABOUT CHILDREN'S
"FREE" HOLIDAYS

to qualify. In
fact, depending
upon the house

you buy, your monthly payments
may not be much more than your
rent. So ask any real estate agent
or lender for details. Or }ust call
1-800-CALL FHA .We'll show you
}ust how close you are to becoming
a homeowner.

Travel Masters
23741-G Sunnymead Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

(909) 242-3414

FHA
We'll get you home.
U.S. Dept. of Housing and Urban Development

.'
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CLASSIFIEDS

Roman Albert Beck and Marcille L.

MISCELLANEOUS

DIABETICS

DATES
GUYS & GALS
DATES

IF YOU HAVE MEDICARE
OR INSURANCE YOU
COULD BE ELIGIBLE TO
RECEIVE YOUR DIABETIC
SUPPLIES AT NO COST.
(Insulin Dependent Only)
CALL 1-800-337-4144

EXTRAORDINARY LIVE
PSYCHICS.
Love, Money, Know your
future.
CHOOSE YOUR DESTINY,
CALL US NOW
1-900-4900 Ext.4080
S3.00 Per Minute
Must Be 18 years or older

School Psychologist
Middle School Counselor
Middle School Library
Media Specialist
Appropriate Credentials
Req.
REDLANDS UNIFIED
SCHOOL DISTRICT
20 W. Lugonia
Redlands, CA 92374
(909) 307-5300,ext. 280
EOE/AA/MF

under tederal, state, or common law
(aec.14400 eueq.b & p code)
Statement flied with the County on
July 14, 11197
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
correct copy of the original statement
on file In my office.
J. BRIDGES, ACTING
County Clerk
FILE NO. 974887
p.7/17,7124,7/31,8/7

BLACK VOICE NEWS
NEWS YOU CAN USE
" SUBSCRIBE TODAY"'
$35 CA Rff. $45 Out of State

LEGRLS
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
The following person(s) is (are) doing
business as:

I

Kevin Eric Curtin
3058 Glanders Rd.
Riverside, CA 92507
arrl Dawn Curtin
3058 Glanders Rd.
Riverside, CA 112507
This busi ness is conducted by
lndivlduals-Huaband and Wife
Registrant has not yet begun
transact business under the fictitious
business name or names listed
herein.
s/ Kevin E. Curtin
The filing of this statement does not
of Itself authorize the use In this state
of a fictitious bualnus name in
v iolat i on of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law
(sec.14400 et.seq.b & p code)
Statement filed with the County on
July 14, 11197
I hereby certify that thla copy Is a

HEADQUARTERS HAIR DESIGN
10265 Arlington Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503

•

'''

p.1111,1124,1131,sn

business name or names listed
herein.
sJ Charles Kanard Scott,Jr.
The filing of this statement does not
of itself authorize the us, In this state
of a fictitious busi ness name In
violation of the rights of another

-----------

under federal, state, or common law

statement on file In my office.
J. BRIDGES, ACTING

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATE•
MENT

business as:
KCK PRODUCTIONS
3058 Glanders Rd.
Riverside, CA 92507

L. Goeppinger, TruatH of E.J .
Goeppinger Family Trust
5280 Stonewood Drive
Riverside, CA 92506

County Clerk
FILE NO. 974903
p.7/17,7124,7/31,8/7
•

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
The following person(a) Is (are) doing

The filing of this statement does not
of Itself au1horize the u•• In this state
of a fictitious buslneaa name In
v iolation of the rights of another
under federal , state, or common law
(sec.14400elseq.b&pcode)
Statement filed with the County on
July 23, 1997
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
correct copy of the original statement
on file In my office.
J . BRIDGES, ACTING
County Cieri<
FILE NO. 975171
p.7/3t,8/7,1114,8121

f'ICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is (are) doing

Paul Chandra
6239 Colony Court
Etlwanda, CA 91739
Chakat Harnmuanphong
14055 El Camino Piece
Fontana, CA 92337
This business is conducted by

CharlH Kanard Scott
8655 Arlington
Riverside, CA 92503
This business ia conducted by
Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious

(sec.14400 et.aeq.b I. P code}
Statement filed with the County on
The following person(s) Is (are) doing_ July 16• 1997
business as:
I hereby certify that thi s copy is a
correct copy of the original statement
on file In my office.
PERRIS BUSINESS PARK
J. BRIDGES. ACTING
5280 Stonewood Drive
County Clerk
Riverside, CA 92506
FILE NO. 975024
Edward J. Goepplr,ger and Genrude p.7/24,7/31,817.8/14

~- BRIDGES, ACTING

SPECTRUM 2 CLEANERS
31500 Grade SI. #4
Lake Elsinore, CA 92532

MOBILE TELEVISION ADVER·
TISING AGENCY
8655 Arlington Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503

correct copy of the original statement
on file In my office.
J. BRIDGES, ACTING
County Clerk
FILE NO. 974891

Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious
business name or namu listed
herein.
I/ Robert S. Sessa

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
The following person(a) la (are} doing
business as:

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATE•
MENT
The following peraon(s} Is (are} doing
buslneas as:

Christopher J. Glnwright
6745 Dorinda Dr.
Riverside, CA 92503
This business Is conducted by
Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious
business name or names listed
herein.
a/ Christopher J. Ginwrlght
The filing of this statement does not
of Itself authorize the use In this
lltate of a flc1itious business name in
v iolation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law
(sec.14400 et.seq.b & p code)
Statement filed with the County on
July 14, 1997
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
correct copy of the original

a General Partnership
Reg latranl hH not yet begunto
transact business under the fictitious
buslneH name or namH listed
herein.
a/ Chakat Harnmuanphong
The filing of this statement does not
of Itself authorize the u.. In this state

~

"" "

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT

The following person(s) la (are) doing

10:00

Sunday
SymphOny

RFP 9798-04 Employer Trip & Emmlsslon Reduction
Activity Survey In the South Coast Air Basin

08/26/97 1 :00 p.m. Waldo Lopez-Aqueres (909} 396-3289

RFP 9798-05 Employer Ttavet Behavior Survey

08/26/97 1 :00 p.m.

prOdigyi nt8rn et™
Get free software
and a free·one month trial

Call 1-800-PRODIGY or visit www.prodigy.com
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Bleeding, irritated and swollen gums?
Now, there's a natural solution! Ill
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Natural
DENTI ST

Goapel Programming

89.1 FM • Box 3080 • Redlands, CA 9~373...(909)792-0721

N0TICE OF TRUSTEE'S SALE
T.S. No.G233607 Unit CodeG
Loan No.5009139/RASCON AP#
157-031-023·2 CALMCO TRUS·
TEE SERVICES, INC. as duly
appointed Trustee under the
following described Deed of Trust
WILL SELL AT PUBLIC AUCTION
TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER FOR
CASH (in the forms which are
lawful tender
in the United
States) and/or the cashier's,
certified or other checks specified
in Civil Code Section 2924h
(payabie in full at the time of sale
to T.D. Service Company) all
right, title and interest conveyed
to and now held by it under said
Deed of Trust in the property
hereinafter described: TRUSTOR:
TED RASCON
BENEFICIARY:
QUALITY
MORTGAGE, INC.
RecordedJuly 6, 1992 as Instr.
No. 248901 In Book page of
Official Records in lhe office of
the Recorder of RiversideCounty;
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT UNDER A
DEED OF TRUST
DATED
6/17/92.UNLESS YOU TAKE AC·
TI0N TO PROTECT YOUR PROP- I
ERTY, IT MAY BE SOLD AT A
PUBLIC SALE.IF YOU NEED AN
EXPLANATION OF THE NATURE

its completeness or correctness).
The beneficiary under said Deed
of Trust, by reason of a breach or
default in the obligations secured
thereby. heretofore executed and
delivered to the undersigned a
written Declaration of Default and
Demand for Sale, and written
notice of default and of election to
cause the undersigned to sell
said property to satisfy said ,obll·
gations, and thereafter the undersigned caused said notice of
default and of election to be
RecordedApril 16, 1996 as Instr.
No. 1371931n Book Page of
Official Records in the office of
the recorder of RiversideCounty:
Said Sale of property will be made
in as is condition without covenant or warranty, express or
implied, regardif)g title possession, or encumbrances. to pay
the remaining principal sum of
the note(s) secured by said Deed
of Trust, with interest as in said
note provided , advances if any
under the terms of s·aid deed of
Trust, fees, charges and expenses
of the Trustee and of the trusts
created by said Deed of Trust.
Said sale will be held on: August
20, 1997, at 3:30 p.m.at the Main
Street entrance to lhe County
Courthouse, 4050 Main St., Riverside, CA At the time of the
initial publication of this notice,
the total amount of the unpaid
balance of the obligation secured
by the above described Deed of
Trust and estimated costs, expenses, and advances
is
$94,.794.41. It is possible that at
the time of sale the opening bid
may be less than the total indebtedness due.
Date :7/24/97
CALMCO TRUSTEE SERVICES
INC.
as said Trustee.
Teri
Heard, Assistant Secretary 1750
E. 4th St., Ste 700, Santa Ana, CA
92~0~ (714) 54~-~372 We are
ass1st1ng the Benef1c1ary to collect
a debt and any information we
obtain will be used for that pur'po~~ whether received orally or in
writing . IF AVAILABLE, THE EX·
PECTED OPENING BID MAY BE
OBTAINED BY CALLING THE
FOLLOWING TELEPHONE NUMBERS ON THE DAY BEFORE THE
SALE:
(714)480-5690
TAC:443713C PUB:7/31 8/6 8/14

Subscribe &
AdVefttSe
.

(909) 682-6070
BLACK VOICE

OF THE PROCEEDING AGAINST

YOU, YOU SHOULD CONTACT A
LAWYER.
6383 FRANK AVE.,
RIVERSIDE, CA.91752-2431 (If
a street address or common
designation of property is shown
above, no warranty is given as to
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the remaining principal sum of
the note(s) secured by said Deed
of Trust, with interest as in said
note provided, advances, if any,
under the terms of said Deed of
.Trust, fees, charges and expenses
of the Trustee and of the trusts
created by said Deed of Trust.
Said sale will be held on: August
13, 1997, at 3:30 p.m.at the Main
Street entrance to the County
Courthouse, 4050 Main St. Riverside, CA At the lime of the
initial publication of this nolice,
the total amount of the unpaid
balance of the obligation secured
by the above described Deed of
Trust and estimated costs, expenses, and advances is
$56,073.74. It is possible that at
the time of sale the opening bid
may be less than the total indebt·
edness due.
Date:7/1 5/97
CALMC0 TRUSTEE SERVICES,
INC.
as said Trustee,
Teri
Heard. Assistant Secretary 1750
E. 4th St., Ste 700. Santa Ana. CA
92705 (714) 543-8372 We are
assisting the Beneficiary to collect
a debt and any information we
obtain will be used for that purpose whether received orally or in
writing. IF AVAILABLE, THE EXPECTED OPENING BID MAY BE
OBTAINED BY CALLING THE
FOLLOWING TELEPHONE NUMBERS ON THE DAY BEFORE THE
SALE: (714)480-5690 THIS NEW
NOTICE SUPERSEDES AND RE·
PLACES ANY PREVIOUS NOTICE
OF TRUSTEE'S SALE YOU MAY
HAVE RECEIVED UNDER T.S. I
G240270
TAC:443426C
PUB:7 /24 7/31 8fl

Unt angle the Web'

Polka

;:iEJ

1324 Vonnie Court
Riverside, CA 92504
This business is conducted by
Husband-and WHe
Registrant commenced to transact
buslnus under the fictitious
business name or names listed
above on 7/28/97
a/ Melvin R. Henderson
The filing of this statement does not
of Itself authorize the use In this state
of a fictitious business name In
violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law
(aac.14400 et.seq.b & p code)
Statement filed with the County on
July 28, 1997
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statoment
on file In my office.
J. BRIDGES, ACTING
County Clerk
FILE NO. 975242
p.817,8/14,8/21 ,8128

MIidred Brown,Purchaalng Manager
p.7/31,8/7

00t1pel
Public
Afra lrG

Mary Ethel Henderson

The AQMD hereby notifies all bidders in regard to this advertisement, 1het mlnori1y business enterprises will be
afforded lull opponunlty to bid reaponSff to this invitation. Moreover, 1he AOMD will not discriminate against bidders
on the baala of race, color, religion, sex. marital status, national origin, age, veterans sta1us or handicap. The AOMD
also encourages Joint ventures and subcontracting with MBE/WBE/DVBEs.

0

C<lC

Fri

lolelVln Ray Henderson
1324 Vonnie Coun
Riverside, CA 92504

If you have questions or would like a copy of the RFP's mailed lo you, telephone the contact person.

KIJOR 6fl. 1 F1II REDr.ANDs-PROORAII SCHED<Jt.E
Thur"

IIENT SERVICE
1324 Vonnie Court
Riverside, CA 92504

The RFP's may be obtained through the Internet at:
hnp~twww.aqmd.gov/rlpl

KUOR-89.1
Wl!ld

H & H MEDICAL REIMBURSE-

NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S SALE
T.S. No.G240270 Unit CodeG
Loan No.5020541/W00DS AP#
210-120-018·3 CALMCO TRUSTEE SERVICES, INC. as duty
appointed Trustee under the
following described Deed of Trust
WILL SELL AT PUBLIC AUCTION
TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER FOR
CASH (in the forms which are
lawful tender
in the United
States) and/or lhe cashier's,
certified or other checks specified
in Civil Code Section 2924h
(payable in full at the time of sale
to T.D. Service Company) all
right, title and interest conveyed
to and now held by it under said
Deed of Trust in · the p(operty·
hereinafter described: TRUSTOR:
JAMES M. WOODS, SR. BENE·
FICIARY: QUALITY MORTGAGE
USA, INC.
RecordedMarch 9.
1994 as Instr. No. 0989851n Book
page of Official Records in the
office of the Recorder of RiversideCounty; YOU ARE IN DE·
FAULT UNDER A DEED OF TRUST
DATED 2/25/94.UNLESS YOU
TAKE ACTION TO
PROTECT
YOUR PROPERTY. IT MAY BE
SOLD AT A PUBLIC SALE.IF YOU
NEED AN EXPLANATION OF THE
NATURE OF THE PROCEEDING
AGAINST YOU, YOU SHOULD
CONTACT A LAWYER.
20532057 ROBERTA STREET, RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
(If a street
address or common designation
of property is shown above, no
warranty 1s given as to ils completeness or correctness). The
b.eneficiary under said Deed of
Trus t, by reason of a breach or
defau lt in the obligations secured
thereby, heretofore executed and
delivered to the undersigned a
written Declaration of Default and
Demand for Sale, and written
notice of default and of election to
cause the undersigned to sell
said property to satisfy said obli·
gations, and thereafter the undersigned caused said notice of
default and of election to be
Recorded0ctober 18, 1996 as
Instr. No. 4013651n Book Page of
Official Records in the office of
ih~ recorder of RiversideCounty;
Saul Sale of property will be made
in as is condition without covenant or warranty, express or
implied, regarding title possess1on. or encumbrances. lo pay

Notice is hereby gi ven that proposals wlll be accepted by the South Coast Air Quality Management District, 21865 E.
Copley Drive, Diamond Bar, CA 91765 for the following:

•

Tues

business as:

------------'==~~~-~~~~=.,.,-l
NOTICE OF REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL

Your ommun1ty
Jazz Station

~

violation of the rights of another
ilnder federal, state, or common law
(Hc.14400 et.seq.b & p code)
Statement filed with the County on
July 28, 1997
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
correct copy of the original statement
file In my office.

Robert Steven Sessa
6330 Hawarden Drive
Riverside, CA 92506
This business 11 conducted by
Individual

Lella Beck, TrustH of Beck Marital
Irrevocable Trust 1/31197
1607 Calle Mlredero
San Dimas, CA 91773
This business Is conducted by
• General P■rt--hlp
Registrant commenced to transact
buslnua under the fictitious
business name or names listed
above on Jan. 1, 1992
a/ Edward J. Goeppinger.Trustee of
E.J. Goeppinger Family Trust
The filing of this statement does not
of itself authorize the use In this state
of • fictitious busineaa name In
vi olation of the rights of another

1-900-988-6003 Ext.6688
S2.00 per min
Must be 18yrs

of a fictitious business name In

C & R CONSTRUCTION CO.
3173 Tibbetts Street, Sulla B
Riverside, CA 92508

Beck, TrustH of The Beck Family
Trust
2372 Sunset Drive
Riverside, CA 92506
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THERE IS ONLY ONE REASON WHY YOU ARE NOT ADVERTISING IN
THE BLACK VOICE NEWS.

REASON
YOU ALREADY HAVE MORE BU~;INESS THAN YOU CAN HANDLE.
FOR $15 A WEEK YOU CAN PLACE,~ BUSINESS AD, AND FOR $9.50 YOU
CAN PLACE A t:LASSIFIED AD.
CALL US AT (909) 682-6070
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